to take into account a whole world of seething, contradictory forces, some of which, though they were not exactly intellectual forces, nevertheless let themselves be led or set in the right direction by the light of reason ; and others of which, by their very confusion, their enormity, constituted an obstacle to the arbitrariness of the mighty,
" But surely," he said after a moment, " isn't such a view of affairs as you are now taking precisely one of those conceptions which you keep on telling us rulers and diplomats do wrong to delight in ? ..."
" Yes, and I have more than once held them up to derision before you, by showing you how artificial, how superficial, they are. e France wants/ e Austria is disappointed/ * Russia feels that . . .' Yes, when one thinks of the hundred and thirty millions of moujiks, and of the polished gentlemen who declare that * Russia feels that . . .' Oh, no, fundamentally I haven't changed my opinion. But I am led to ask myself whether rulers and diplomats are not so placed in human machinery as a whole - you follow me ? - that at certain moments, merely in the course of playing their little specialists' games among themselves, they succeed in setting really big events in motion, out of all proportion to their own unimportant personalities, their own trivial characters* And then everything happens as though, in fact, their absurd conception of History were the correct one.
<c I wonder whether we have not gone too far in our reaction against the old-time historians, who associated everything with the marriages of kings, the whims of favourites, the rivalries of ministers. I mean especially from the practical point of view - so far as the struggle which we have to carry on is concerned. f What counts is the deeper movements of humanity, the emergence of the masses, civilisation obeying its laws of secular development. . . .' Very fine and pretty, all that kind of thing; but I have been thinking these last few days about the watchman at the big reservoir up the hill, a couple of hundred yards above my house. He's certainly the most commonplace kind of fellow; I suppose he makes about five francs

